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connections up the chain of command. 

50.  One SASR officer, to himself, called this man "Leonidas", after a fearsome warrior of 
ancient Sparta. Leonidas was part of the sweep through Darwan on September 11, 2012. 
And it was Leonidas who had allegedly led Ali Jan to the edge. 

51.  STILL IMAGE [Samantha Crompvoets] 

Defence consultant Dr Samantha Crompvoets. Photo: Fairfax and theroadhome.com.au 

52.  Sparta and Hollywood 

53.  Questions inside the regiment about Leonidas, who Fairfax Media unsuccessfully sought 
to interview and who cannot be named for legal reasons, began to be asked in 2009. At 
the time, he was part of an SASR patrol that was increasingly dividing the regiment. A 
warrior culture was being embraced by some special forces troops but loathed by others. 
It involved tattoos and a devotion to the Hollywood movie 300, which glorifies the fighting 
prowess of the ancient Spartans, and whose climactic moment involves an enemy soldier 
being kicked off a precipice. 

54.  Several former SASR officers say this rock-star ethos emboldened certain soldiers to test 
the elasticity of the rules of engagement – rules that govern when a soldier can take a 
life. 

55.  “The Regiment over time prided itself on being an organisation that broke the rules but 
not the law,” explains one former officer. “What happened, though, was during the Afghan 
campaign, there was a group of individuals who believed they were immune from the 
law.” 

56.  YOUTUBE VIDEO [Titled ‘300 - This is Sparta! (HD -720p)’] 

[The linked video depicts a scene from the film 300 where the main protagonist Leonidas, 
King of Sparta, shouts "This is Sparta!" and kicks a Persian Messenger into a large well] 

57.  A specialist embedded with the SASR noted two distinct personalities emerging as one 
four-month rotation blurred into the next and the regiment honed its ability to kill or 
capture militants, men placed on the coalition’s Joint Priority Effects List, the modern 
version of a wanted poster. 

58.  The specialist says some soldiers sought redeployment in Afghanistan because they 
loved the hunt. Others came to feel uneasy as an escalating enemy body count was not 
matched by progress in achieving the US-led NATO mission. 

59.  Former SASR captain Andrew Hastie, who served in Afghanistan in 2013 and is now a 
Liberal MP, recalls the latter group of soldiers “grasping for operational clarity in a fog of 
strategic ambiguity”. 

60.  The patrol Leonidas belonged to appeared unburdened by such introspection. In this 
group, sources say, junior members were pushed to kill rather than detain. 

61.  In time, members of this patrol tacked a “kill board” to the wall of their patrol room. 
Members of another patrol heard Leonidas urging his fellow patrol members on – “only 
two more to go, boys” – a suspected reference to reaching a desired kill count to record 














































































































